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Applications in Design & Engineering: Simple Machines

Curriculum Packet

Introduction

Activity Time: 60 Minutes

In this design and engineering challenge, students will use the
knowledge they have learned about each simple machine to develop
a custom, compound machine. This project is designed to promote
creative thinking, problem solving, innovation and invention, and an
applied learning experience for all STEM students. Students should
experience all six Kid Spark simple machines lessons as a
prerequisite for this challenge.

Target Grade Level: 6-8

Click here to explore the entire Kid Spark Curriculum Library.

NGSS Learning Dimensions

This Kid Spark lesson engages students in the following learning
dimensions of the Next Generation Science Standards:
Scientific/Engineering Practice:
Constructing explanations and designing solutions
Crosscutting Concept:
Systems and system models

Educational Standards
NGSS
3-5-ETS1-4 Engineering Design

Learning Objectives

MS-ETS1-4 Engineering Design

Apply knowledge of simple machines to develop a custom, 		
compound machine.

ITEEA
STL8- Attributes of Design

Work through each step of the Rokenbok Design & 			
Engineering process to develop a solution to a challenge.

STL9- Engineering Design
STL10- Invention and Innovation

Operate a compound machine in a competition against other
teams.

STL11- Apply Design Process

Effectively communicate aspects of a design to others.

Kid Spark Mobile STEM Lab

Resources

The following resources will be used to complete
this lesson.
1. Kid Spark Curriculum

or

or

or

Engineering
Pathways

Young
Engineers

SnapStack

Advanced
Projects

*4 Students Per Lab

*4 Students Per Lab

*4 Students Per Lab

*4 Students Per Lab
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2. Kid Spark Mobile STEM Lab (Pictured Right)
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Building Basics

The following tips will be helpful when using Kid Spark engineering materials.
Connecting/Separating ROK Blocks:
ROK Blocks use a friction-fit, pyramid and opening system to connect. Simply
press pyramids into openings to connect. To separate blocks, pull apart.

Connecting/Disconnect Smaller Engineering Materials:
Smaller engineering materials use a tab and opening system to connect. Angle
one tab into the opening, and then snap into place. To disconnect, insert key into
the engineered slot and twist.

Snapping Across Openings:
Materials can be snapped directly into openings or across openings to provide
structural support to a design. This will also allow certain designs to function
correctly.

Attaching String:
In some instances, string may be needed in a design. Lay string across the
opening and snap any component with tabs or pyramids into that opening. Be sure
that the tabs are perpendicular to the string to create a tight fit.

Measuring:

2cm
9 Openings

The outside dimensions of a basic connector block are 2
cm on each edge. This means the length, depth, and height
are each 2 cm. To determine the size of a project or build
in centimeters, simply count the number of openings and
multiply by two. Repeat this process for length, depth, and
height.

4cm

2cm
2cm
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18cm

4cm

4cm
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Simple to Compound Machines
When two or more simple machines are combined, they become known as a compound machine. By
combining the capabilities of different simple machines, it is possible to create solutions to problems
that cannot be accomplished by a single simple machine. A good understanding of how each simple
machine works will be necessary to develop a high quality, compound machine for this challenge. The
six simple machines that were covered in previous lessons are shown below.

Inclined Plane

Lever

Pulley

Wheel & Axle

Wedge

Screw
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Design & Engineering Challenge: Compound Machine
In this challenge, each team must design and engineer a custom compound machine. Read carefully through the
design brief below, then use the design and engineering process to develop a solution to the challenge.

Design Brief: Scenario

ROK Reactor

The Kid Spark Engineering Team has been assigned the difficult
task of replacing aging nuclear spheres at the ROK City Nuclear
Axle
Power Plant. The aging spheres must be removed from the reactor
and stored safely in a nuclear storage facility. Because of the
possibility of radioactive contamination, the aging spheres must be
transferred using a Reactor Transfer Machine (RTM) from the
Reactor Platform to the Fuel Exchange Platform. The RTM can
only be run for a maximum of two minutes due to federal
regulations. It is crucial to exchange as many aging spheres
as possible within the time allowed.
Fuel Sphere Carriage

Machine Deck

Design & Engineering Challenge
Design and Engineer a mechanical device that can safely transfer
aging spheres to the Fuel Exchange Platform, replace them with
new spheres, and safely return the new spheres to the Reactor
Platform. The challenge is to interconnect at least two of the six
simple machines (to make a compound machine) that can
complete the assigned task safely and efficiently.

Reactor Platform

*Instructions to build ROK Reactor Structure and Fuel Sphere 		
Carriage on page 5.

Aging Spheres

Fuel Exchange Platform

New Spheres

Specifications & Constraints
1. The ROK Reactor Transfer Machine (RTM) must include at least two different simple machines.
2. The reactor platform and fuel exchange platform cannot be modified in any way.
3. The fuel sphere carriage cannot be modified in any way, or attached to the RTM.
4. The RTM must be connected directly to the machine deck. No other components can be attached below the machine deck.
5. The RTM must be disengaged from the fuel sphere carriage to begin the competition. It must also be disengaged every time
the carriage is transferred from platform to platform to exchange fuel spheres.
6. Only one team member may use their hands to control the RTM from above the machine deck. Other team members may
use their hands to secure the ROK Reactor structure to the table or floor.
7. Teams can use hands to exchange fuel spheres, only when carriage is safely positioned on either platform and RTM is disengaged.
8. The RTM must be designed and built in 45 min. Teams will consist of no more than four people.
9. Each team will have 2 minutes to exchange as many aging spheres as possible. The fuel sphere carriage can carry a maximum of four
spheres per round-trip transfer.
10. Teams should work through each step in the Kid Spark Design & Engineering process to develop a high quality solution. 		
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Instructions
Follow the step-by-step instructions to build the ROK Reactor structure and fuel sphere carriage.

2

1

5x
Block

3x
Block

4x
Beam

3

2x
Half Beam

3x
Beam

4

14x
Single Snap Block

6x
Riser

5

1x
Axle Block
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Understanding the Challenge
The following steps demonstrate the appropriate starting point for the ROK Reactor challenge, as well
as the process of replacing the old fuel spheres with the new.

Step 1:

Place the fuel sphere carriage on the reactor platform, along with four
aging spheres (red balls) as shown in Figure A.

A

Machine
Deck

This will be the appropriate starting position of the challenge. Your
RTM will be responsible for safely moving the fuel sphere carriage
to the fuel exchange platform and back again.
Reactor
Platform

Step 2:

Figure B shows the carriage transferred to the fuel exchange
platform. At this point, teams may use their hands to replace
the aging spheres (red balls) with the new spheres (blue balls).

B

Reactor
Platform

Step 3:

Once the carriage has been loaded with new spheres, it should
then be transferred back to the reactor platform using the RTM as
shown in Figure C.
Teams will receive credit for each new blue sphere safely
exchanged. At this point, four more aging spheres should be
placed on the carriage to repeat the process as many times as
possible within the two minute time limit.

C

Reactor
Platform

Competition Information
After the compound maching (RTM) is successfully designed and built, it will be tested
against the competition. Each team will have two minutes to see how many aging spheres
it can exchange for new spheres using the transfer machine the team has designed and
assembled. Each team will need to present its machine and discuss the criteria listed in the
Grading Rubric on page 8.
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Fuel Exchange
Platform

Machine
Deck

Fuel Exchange
Platform

Machine
Deck

Fuel Exchange
Platform
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Design & Engineering Challenge

Follow each step in the design & engineering process to develop a solution to the challenge.
Place a check in the box as each step is completed. Fill in the blanks when necessary.
1. Identify The Challenge
Challenge:
Review specifications.
2. Brainstorm Ideas & Solutions
Discuss design ideas.
Consider building components.
3. Build A Prototype
Build a working prototype of the design.
4. Test & Improve The Design
Test & improve the design for performance and consistency.
New challenge discovered:
Review grading rubric and design specifications.
5. Explain The Design
Prepare to demonstrate and present the design to others.
Review project grading rubric.
Explain any unique design features that were included.
Describe at least one new problem/challenge discovered during Step 4 (Test and Improve The Design)
and how the team redesigned a new solution.
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Team Members:
1.

3.

2.

4.

Total Points
Challenge:

Challenge Evaluation
The following grading rubric will be used to determine the amount of points each team receives for the
challenge. Review each of the criteria listed below.
Points

Grading Rubric
Simple Machines
Mechanical Advantage

Teams will receive (10) points per type of simple machine used and identified in the design.
Teams will receive (10) points for each instance of mechanical advantage identified in the design.

Specifications

Teams will receive (5) points for adhering to all challenge specifications & constraints.

Performance

Teams will receive (1) point for every new sphere safely exchanged and transferred.

Presentation

Teams will receive up to (10) points for a clear explanation of the design. Explanation should
include: how each team member contributed, an identification of each simple machine used
in the design, how much mechanical advantage each simple machine is creating, and how
the design could be improved.

Total Points
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ROK Reactor Transfer Machine - Example
There are infinite solutions to this design and engineering challenge. Below is one solution to the
ROK reactor challenge that can be used as an example. This example is simple and effective. A
more complex design might receive more points for including additional simple machines that
create mechanical advantage.

Exploded Diagram:
This is a simple example of a solution to the ROK
reactor challenge. This view is an exploded
diagram to easily see what parts are needed
to complete this design.

Assembled View:
This view demonstrates the assembled transfer
machine. All that is left is to mount it to the ROK reactor.

Mounted View:

Wheel and Axle

This view demonstrates how the transfer 		
machine is mounted to the ROK reactor. The compound machine shown features a wheel and axle
and lever arm.

Lever Arm

Grab the fuel sphere carriage
and test out this design to see
how it works!

55-01065-203
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